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Welcome to this issue of The Wealthy
Coach!
Issue one was a huge hit and that makes
me SO happy! I'm glad you love this
magazine as much as I love to bring it to
you. Let's dive into this weeks issue.

Editor’s
Note
Last night I woke about 7 times with ideas running through my head for content for
this week's magazine...always a good sign!
I've been starting my Monday mornings with a reformer pilates session at 7 am and
usually, after that, I head to one of my favourite cafes to sit and set my intentions for
the week but today that didn't happen because I was impatient to get to my desk to
begin pulling this issue together for you.
I love a good teaching moment so I just wanted to take a minute to remind you
that this is what passion and purpose feel like when you're in the zone and
creating from a place of absolute inspiration.
If this is missing for you in your business I invite you to seek what's getting in
the way of you feeling completely lit up and inspired because nothing beats this
feeling.

LEAD MAGNET MASTERY FOR COACHES
A quick reminder before we dive in that LEAD MAGNET
MASTERY FOR COACHES kicks off next week so be sure to
check it out if you're struggling to find clients.
Alrighty, without further ado...let's dive into this weeks issue.
M xo

Michelle Hext
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QUICK LINKS
I have a massive library of YOUTUBE videos so each week I will include one for you to
watch along with this week's podcast episode.
Enjoy!
THIS WEEK'S PODCAST
Ep: 49 - Automating Your Lead Generation For Consistent & Predictable Revenue.
First I help you run the numbers so you have your desired predictable monthly revenue and
then I dive into showing you how simple and doable it is to hit those targets every month.
CLICK HERE to listen.

THIS WEEKS VIDEO
10 Things You Need To Know About Growing Your High-Ticket Coaching Business.

UPCOMING EVENTS
INSTRUCTIONS FOR ATTENDANCE
Please note that all events are held inside The VIP List For Coaches Facebook Group.
STEP ONE: Go to the FACEBOOK GROUP to request access.
STEP TWO: Go to the EVENTS TAB and mark yourself as GOING to the event.
STEP THREE: Add the event to your calendar right away so you don't forget.

UPCOMING AUGUST EVENTS
16th August @ 6pm (Melbourne) VIP Monthly Cocktail Hour

PAST AUGUST EVENT
How To Launch Your High Ticket Mastermind
You can watch the replay inside the group HERE

STRATEGY
5 LESSONS I LEARNED TAKING MY COACHING
BUSINESS TO THE NEXT LEVEL.
*This is a post I originally wrote in early 2016 as I
was on my way to Sydney to run a day event to
move people into my 12-month mastermind.
It captures a perfect moment in time for me...I know
many of you are on this precipice right now so I
want to share this without changing ANYTHING!*
Deciding to step away from the Honourable Martial
Arts Entrepreneur brand I’d lovingly created (and
felt immense pride in) in favour of launching myself
into the unchartered waters of launching a high-end
mastermind in the female entrepreneur (My $27.5K
Live Mastermind) was a huge leap of faith but every
cell in my body screamed “you have to do
this”….and so I did.
What lay before me was definitely something I’d
dreamed of (and my gut told me was possible) but
as most of us are, I’m a highly optimistic
entrepreneur and in my lifetime had set MANY epic
goals that didn’t quite come to fruition the way I’d
planned; at gut level I “believed” but there was also
a huge element of SHOW ME THE MONEY. The proof
of success in business is not in the pudding but in
bringing in the big bucks….I was on the cusp and
dying to see if I could pull this off and make it
happen.

VIEWING VENUES FOR SYDNEY EVENTS

As I begin this post I’m sitting on the airstrip at
Melbourne Airport waiting to fly to Sydney to launch
my mastermind in Sydney after successful launches
in Melbourne.
I’m excited but I’d be lying if I said I was fearless in
the face of this launch, you just never know what
you’re going to get until you try so on the eve of my
launch I’m confident, my gut is happy and I feel
good about this next step in my business.
However…..I have a Plan B, C D and, well as many
plans as I need to make this thing a success
(whatever that turns out to be in this instance).

MY MONTHLY RITUAL AFTER ARRIVING AT THE
SHANGRI-LA IN SYDNEY EVERY MONTH

STRATEGY
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From the outside looking in the success of others always looks easy but we’re both smart
enough to know that this is simply the highlight reel and that behind the shine a battle of
epic proportions has been fought and won.
(At this point I’m checked into my suite at the Sangri-La (DIVINE) and I’m now sitting at The
Waterfront tapping away with the Opera House and Harbour Bridge as my backdrop, the sky is
blue and the sun is out in full force – perfection!!).
As I sit here soaking up the view and feeling more alive than I’ve felt in weeks (a whole
other blog) I feel this is the perfect time to revisit some of the lessons I learned doing
EXACTLY what I’m doing now.
Taking a risk.
Testing the untested.
Once again attempting to take my business to the next level.
LESSON 1 – There is no “I’ve made it” moment.
Ok, so I may have had a split-second moment of “I’ve made it” when I shot THIS video on the day I
kicked off my first mastermind in Melbourne 14 months ago but that was pretty short-lived.
That particular program had some teething problems I hadn’t anticipated but even with having to
work through all of that I was off and racing towards the next target within weeks.
In my experience the attainment of every desired outcome simply becomes a stepping stone for
the next level because as ambitious women we’re always striving, we always want more, there is
ALWAYS a next level.
Rather than find myself excited by the prospect of having secured a 6 figure income for the
following 12 on months straight out of the gate I got to thinking..wow, ok, if I can do that what
else can I do???
The “I’ve made it” moment was nice while it lasted and I treasure the memory but I’m also ok with
knowing “the comfort zone” and I are never going to be best mates and I’m built to strive….for the
next thing…always.

STRATEGY
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LESSON 2 – The mental crap you deal with is the same.
I’d love to be able to tell you your mind is transformed when you reach that sought after “next
level” but I’d be telling a big fat porky.
It’s the same crap.
I launched my first mastermind with a bang, the 2nd one was 100 times better and I’d found my
groove so you’d think that when I decided to launch in Sydney it would be a no-brainer right?
WRONG…so very wrong!!
I upper-limited like a mad woman (If you haven’t read The Big Leap by Bay Hendricks go and do it
NOW!) and eff’d it up before I’d even started, I postponed dates, gave the money back and
essentially had a nice little meltdown around the whole idea of “Sydney”.
A-Total-Nightmare and I just couldn’t get over the fact I thought I was past all the fear and selfdoubt crap given how far I’d come.
I was wrong….yep, so very wrong.
It look a lot of metaphorical repeated slapping myself around the head before I came to my senses,
sucked it up and DECIDED I WAS going to launch Sydney, no if’s, but’s or maybe’s.
Day 1 is sold out and Day 2 is ok, not sold out as I’d hoped but I’m sitting here knowing I did
whatever the hell it took to feet the best numbers I could. A win.
A win because I had the balls to try when all I wanted to do was chalk up the $3.5k I’d paid for the
venue up to experience and remain in Melbourne.
I’ve let the frustration of the call to “please some to Sydney” then hearing crickets when I did
commit to coming to Sydney go and instead I’ve prided myself on making things work.
***UPDATE….Sydney was a dream!! I set the target for 4 women in this mastermind and I already
have 3 ladies with another 2 women very keen. This is an exciting group of female entrepreneurs
and I’m so excited to kick this off in Sydney on the 19th of this month!!
I’ve already started ads for my next Melbourne campaign and am also looking at venues in
Brisbane.
So the lesson here is to make peace with your inner crap, know there’s a good chance it will surface
again when you least need it and be prepared to fight the same old battles again and again but
with less effort, over time the crap becomes a minor distraction unless you give it too much airtime
(as I did!).
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i
BONUS LESSON – Suck every bit of juice out of your momentum.
The update above is a very telling sign of how I work, whenever I experience success I push again
while I’m feeling bulletproof and then again and again and again.
Success creates the type of energy we wish we had in our businesses every single day, the setbacks
and roadblocks eat into this energy and deplete us if we’re not careful.
It’s critical we remain optimistic but even the best of us are hit by self-doubt at times, when you
have a win and you’re sitting on top of the world milk that feeling for all it’s worth, DO NOT sit back
and bask in the glow of success until you’ve followed it up with another win and then another win.
Solidify your success by creating more of it and then spend a moment high-fiving yourself before
you set your sights on the next success.
I’m speaking from experience here, 2 Melbourne launches close together kept me pumping, I left it
too long between that 2nd launch and Sydney and it took its toll, had I kept on and followed
through with Sydney when I first set the intention I would have avoided a massive head-f@!K and a
bad dose of procrastination that set me back 6 months.
Thankfully I’ve made up for lost time and Brisbane will set me ahead (I’d planned Brissy for 2017),
this is the power of using momentum.
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LESSON 3 – It’s not as hard as I figured it would be.
This may sound contradictory considering the last lesson but once I made the decision early on
that I was going to push through any challenges and find a way to make this thing fly regardless of
any setbacks the rest was just the doing.
**This is something that continues to be true….ANY time I truly decide I want something…it
happens.**
I was SO called to launch this program and my instincts were proving to be right every step of the
way and the way forward seemed effortless, I just KNEW which step to take next every step of the
way.
The biggest battle I’d fought in the past (and again more recently) was the one I fought with myself,
this is probably a revelation to anyone who knows me (my mum was floored) but I’m as filled with
self-doubt and second-guessing as the next person, I’ve just gotten better at choosing where I send
my mind.
I could have given in to the fear and self-doubt that was holding me back around Sydney but I
chose to DECIDE to go ahead and figure shit out along the way….like I always have!
When I first launched my recurring thought theme went something like this… “you came SOOO
close last time and you whimped out, you tasted success on a grand scale then you ran scared
when you told yourself you couldn’t do it again..THAT is not happening again, THAT is not an option
this time round. You’re seeing this through to the end. You’ve got this, you can do it, just do it”.
And with that commitment the road opened up, I think I do look back over my shoulder with rosecoloured glasses at that first launch because it seemed like a dream to bring to fruition although
I’m sure there were many challenges along the way.

STRATEGY
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LESSON 4 – Confidence is your best growth strategy.
Whatever space you want to claim as your Zone of Genius (your sweet spot) you need to OWN IT!!
If you don’t believe you can sell your offering or deliver it with excellence no-one else will either.
I had run a small group 5-month program in my last business but had never run anything over 12
months before, I had a very clear strategy for the program but I hadn’t DONE IT yet.
BUT I was 100% confident I could and I was 100% confident I could sell it.
I know for sure that had I gone in with anything less than 100% confidence I would have failed.
The success of that launch hinged entirely on how confident I was that I could make it work and
deliver on promise.
Sydney was the same, sure I stuffed around and made a mess in my head but I did the work to get
myself feeling 100% confident I could pull it off, made the decision to go ahead and then continued to
feed my confidence every day so that when I ran my events I owned it.
Had I gone to Sydney a whimpering mess of self-doubt the outcome would have been very, very
different.
If you’re lacking confidence your job right now is to do whatever it takes to get yourself to a place of
100% confidence.
Look at your past and current successes.
Look back at why you figured this would work in the first place.
Look at others doing what you’re doing…if someone else is doing it successfully so can you.
Have confidence in yourself to push through any challenges and to find a way to figure shit out so you
can move forward with the next step.
You have everything you need to make a success of whatever it is your doing, you just need to work
out how to use the gifts you’ve been given, this includes the ability to know your limitations and to
outsource when you need to.
My biggest challenge is that I exceeded my own expectations decades ago and so every step higher on
the success ladder is unchartered waters for this little mind of mine, when you leave school at 14 and
grow up in shitty circumstances with zero expectations you’ll do anything special it’s not a bar set very
high.
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Setting huge goals and achieving them is normal
practice for me but when I achieve I have this
weird mix of “I knew I could do it” Versus “I can’t
believe I just did that!”, the part that had been
winning was “I can’t believe I just did that” which
lead to thoughts of “So I probably can’t do it
again”.
My biggest personal lesson has been opening up
and really allowing myself to see the possibility
before me and to believe that I have as good a
chance as anyone to succeed, in fact a better
chance because I need it more, I want it more, it
means more to me and I know from experience
now that I can have anything I want in this life
once I figure out how to get it.
My take-away for you here is that awesome quote
“feel the fear and do it anyway”.
We all have fears, we all have our own crap that
holds us back, the trick is to fight and win the
battle and to keep fighting and winning the battle.
You are destined for greatness, don’t let your crap
win out and deny you of it.

STRATEGY
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LESSON 5 – The Biggie…..Oh…THIS is me doing it!
This is kind of a weird one and potentially something only I’ve experienced but here we go…
There have been many days where I’ve been sitting at my desk feeling the need to PUSH, to DO, to
MAKE SHIT HAPPEN and I become frustrated when I don’t know what to do next.
Upon reflection, I realise I’m doing it and there is nothing more unless I want to create busy work.
When I’m launching my events I’m running ads, keeping an eye on my feed and messages to answer
any questions that come up, tweak ads if I need to, I’m still doing podcast interviews, blogging, running
my newsletter, hanging out in Facebook groups and making a noise, following up old enquires etc etc
etc
THAT is me doing it….this is the goal achievement process in action…it’s happening.
It’s at this point that I realise I need to relax and trust the process, the strategy, and the fact that this
worked last time and the time before that.
Then there’s the white knuckle fear of stretching myself, diving in then having to figure out a way to
make it work.
These are the times I ask myself “what the fuck were you thinking???” and “why did I do this to
myself???”.
Then I remember that THIS is also the goal achievement process in action.
It’s scary and painful and uncomfortable and riddled with fear and anxiety but this is the way big goals
get met.
This is part of the bigass scary goal-getting process.
I catch myself in these moments and then remind myself I need to start to get excited because any
time I’ve achieved anything HUGE in my life it has been preceded by these feelings.
I remind myself “oh yeah, this is me doing epic shit, this is what it feels like, payday is just around the
corner”.
Every time it seems the world is conspiring to make my life difficult when I’m trying to achieve
something great is a reminder that the breakthroughs follow the (near) breakdowns, this is The Big U
testing you…how bad do you want it?? How bad do you REALLY want it??
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Birthing a bigass goal is just like birthing a baby, messy, painful, scary and something you’re never
really 100% prepared for BUT the reward is so worth it.
Don’t be scared of feeling all of those emotions that make us anxious, instead acknowledge them for
what they are…they’re growing pains, they’re necessary and part of the deal when it comes to massive
growth.
I love the quote “If you can conceive it and believe it you CAN achieve it”. I totally believe that, I don’t
believe that we can conceive of an idea without innately knowing we can have it.
Be still, listen to your gut and be guided by the next step.
Now my dear…go forth and conquer!!
Michelle xo
Ready to create your own NEXT LEVEL success?
Then let’s talk!

Click Here To Schedule Your
Free 30 Minute Call
If you're ready to level up and invest in my services please use the
link above to schedule your free call and let's chat.
My private rate is $10K USD per month.
My mentorship is also opening soon at less than half this price.
I will help you make the correct decision when we chat.

MINDSET
THE COACHES CALL FOR FREEDOM
Most of the coaches I work with all want the
same things.
As COACHES they want to have a positive impact on
the world, serve their communities and to help
change lives for the better.
As ENTREPRENEURS, those same coaches want to
create thriving coaching businesses and make
money…very good money, doing what they love.
As HUMANS, those same coaches crave FREEDOM.
In fact, Freedom is at the top of the list of values
for almost all of the coaches I work with.
I understand this because freedom is as important
to me as the air I breathe.
Time Freedom.
Creative Freedom.
Financial Freedom.
The freedom to be ME without apology.
And I know you want that too.
Your coaching business will provide you with all
of that freedom…..if you let it.
Let’s take a look at what the opposite of freedom
looks like…at least for me.
I just went to write a list of what freedom doesn’t
look like but scrapped that idea because, in a
nutshell, the opposite of freedom looks like me
doing anything I don’t want to do at any time!
Freedom looks like me tuning into what feels good
and following my instincts AT ALL TIMES.

MY 'UNFORM' WHEN I HEAD TO THAILAND TO
WORK AND TRAIN & MY "OFFICE" BELOW
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Freedom looks like only working with clients who light me up.
Only running programs I feel inspired by and excited to teach.
Working from wherever I want and when I want.
These days I think it would be quite impossible for me to navigate life and business any other way.
The freedom to say I want.
When I want.
To the people I chose.
What does freedom look like to you?
That’s not a throwaway question…what DOES freedom look like to you?
Here are some examples:
You only sell group coaching programs and never do any one-on-one coaching.
You coach one day a week and that’s it.
You travel the world with your laptop and your clients are flexible enough to work around your
timezone changes.
The longest you work with a client is 4 weeks.
Or One Entire Day.
You sell digital programs and only work with private clients if they’re the perfect fit and make it
worth your while financially.
You sell via your content only, no sales calls.
You sell one signature program two times a year and that’s it because that’s enough.
So…again….what does freedom look like to YOU?
Explore.
Get clear.
Then go make it happen because ANYTHING is possible with clarity and commitment.
M xo

LIFESTYLE
3 HABITS THAT MAKE BEING FIT
& HEALTY SIMPLE
1: FOOD PREP
One thing I know about myself is that if I don't make
food easy I WILL skip meals. This is a bad thing for
me because it messes with my hormones and
creates insulin imbalance which means that any
bodyfat I have on my belly stays put.
Sundays I meal prep all of my weekday meals and
now I just heat and eat. This was today's first meal
of the day...cauliflower mash (cauli boiled in stick
and blitzed), grass-fed meatballs, green beans and
butter.
My next meal is the same but with chicken :-)
I also have a protein shake with collagen and fruit
and a snack of blueberries, cottage cheese,
cinnamon and 100% maple syrup and 2 coffees
made with macadamia milk.
Dinner is flexible but always a serving of protein
with either a big salad with half an avocado OR roast
potatoes.
On the weekends I'm more relaxed but still eat well
and enjoy some bubbles or a couple of cocktails.
If we go out I eat what I like but what I like is usually
protein and potatoes...LOVE my potatoes. If we go
out during the week, the same applies...I'm happy to
eat like this at home but if I'm going out I'm going to
enjoy myself :-)
As ugly as they are, I do each out of my food prep
containers (they are free of nasties) and I don't even
care :-)
Habit 1 - make eating healthy simple and easy.

LIFESTYLE
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2: FILTER MY WATER & FILL MY BOTTLES
If I have to do something multiple times a day I'm
going to need convenience!
I drink a lot of water at my desk but if I have to take
a whole 2 minutes to walk to the kitchen to fill my
water bottle from the filter (sigh) I don't do it often
enough.
I know if I want to keep pumping the water I need to
have my bottles filled and ready to grab.
I drink a mix of sparking (I use a sodastream)
filtered water with lemon and mint and regular
filtered water.
I easily drink 4 litres a day or more when I'm set up
like this, even in winter so it works well.
Habit 2 - make drinking water simple and easy.
3: SCHEDULE MY MAIN WORKOUTS IN THE
CALENDAR
I train with my PT 3 x a week and in these sessions,
we do all of my lifting for the week.
I was training with him twice a week and getting to
my own workout for the 3rd session but was
negotiating with myself like a mofo for DAYS putting
off that 3rd workout...now I don't need to think
about it.
I was procrastinating over getting back to reformer
pilates but my hip and back need it so I downloaded
the app and scheduled an entire month of classes.
I was annoyed at myself the first few Monday
mornings but now I love starting the week this way.
Remember, what is scheduled get's done!
Habit 3 - make working out non-negotiable.

MONEY MINDSET
PAYING YOURSELF FIRST
The fastest way to shift your business from amateur to
professional is to pay yourself a wage.
As the CEO and "talent" of my company, I expect to be paid
well for my expertise, experience, energy and efforts.
these days I easily afford to pay myself a 6 figure wage along
with a bunch of perks like a luxury car, luxury travel, my
private business club, masterminds and whatever else I
choose to invest in for the growth of my company.
It wasn't always this way...far from it...but there came a day
when I realised I was beginning to resent the effort that went
into growing my business without anything for me in the
end.
My outgoings were always paid on time and one day it
dawned on me that I should consider MYSELF as an
outgoing.
I began paying myself $50 a week, then $100 a week and
before I knew it I was paying myself $500 a week and so on.
I would give myself a pay rise sometimes every month and
guess what?
My outgoings still always got paid...but now I had something
for myself at the end of every week.
Those first paycheque's to myself felt so precious and so
special.
I conditioned myself to spend them on whatever I wanted;
my nails, a new lipstick...a candle....those early purchases felt
like such a treat but the biggest gift was that something and
never went back.
It is still the best financial decision I've ever made in my
business.
YOU are your company's greatest asset and worthy of
compensation...so if you aren't paying yourself PLEASE start
today....and watch what happens. M xo

AUTOMATE YOUR LEAD GEN
The one strategy most coaches DON’T implement is the single reason they’re failing to get the
traction they want.
Most coaches will take their lack of success personally and make it about them…I’m not good
enough, no one wants to buy my stuff, my competitors are better, I’m not experienced enough etc
OR they make it about choosing the wrong font or colour code…” if ONLY I’d gone with Playlist
Script instead of Lobster” (lol).
Yeah….nope, that is NOT the reason you’re behind the 8-ball.
I’ve seen a lot of REALLY tacky-looking coaching brands make millions so trust me, it ain’t that.
Alrighty then….quick question…what’s the lifeblood of ANY coaching business?
No, it isn’t the perfect website.
No, it isn’t the right logo.
No..it’s not about the number of followers you have on social media.
It’s not even about the size of your list or your coaching packages.
The lifeblood of any coaching business is CLIENTS.
Without clients, you’re screwed…without clients, you don’t HAVE a coaching business right?
This is where you might say “Michelle I’m TRYING to find clients!”
In fact, trying is probably an understatement right?
Finding clients is the one thing most coaches ARE trying to do…all-the-freaking-TIME!
Too often “trying to find clients” is an exhausting and never-ending struggle with very little reward.
Can I tell you something? Something BIG?
Ok…here we go…..TRYING IS NOT A STRATEGY.
Relying on your current resources to generate a steady stream of coaching leads is where you’re
making it tough on yourself because unless your community is growing constantly with fresh, new
people you’re going to tap out at some point if you haven’t already.
This is the pinch-point.
This is where things start screaming backwards.

This is where you start freaking out about paying the bills every month.
This is where the STRESS set’s in….bigtime.
I know, I’ve been there.
SO…what’s THE ONE STRATEGY most coaches fail to implement?
Paid Lead Generation.
Anyone can go to the traffic shop and buy leads.
A-N-Y-O-N-E.
But very few coaches DO.
Want to know why they don’t?
Because they’re confused.
Because they’re overwhelmed.
Because they’re too scared to invest money not knowing if they’ll get it back and they cannot afford
to spend money and not make it back.
Sound familiar?
Here’s the deal though…..if you want to pull yourself out of the grind.
If you want to stop white-knuckling it month after month.
If you want to start making life a whole lot easier and much more pleasant for yourself you’ll listen
up.
IT’S TIME.
It’s time to get off the roller-coaster and start operating your coaching business like a fully-fledged
grown-up coach/entrepreneur and start employing the same tactics and strategies successful
coaches use to ensure they ALWAYS have enough clients.
This isn’t rocket science but I know it can be overwhelming so let me break it down for you.
Before you spend a single cent on paid traffic you need to set yourself up to win and have your
ducks in a row.
Here’s what I believe that means.

1: You need your HERO offer - in my world, I call that your sweet spot high-ticket coaching program
or package.
2: You need an exciting lead magnet that is geared towards moving people into your Hero Offer.
3: You need a paid traffic strategy that takes people TO your lead magnet.
4: You need a high-ticket conversion strategy you feel confident in and comfortable with.
5: You need high-quality, value-driven content (much like this) to engage your dream clients.
Ok…so…did I just freak you out?
I mean you probably KNOW all of this already right?
And the fact I’m pointing this out has probably got your heart rate up because you KNOW you need
to get on top of this stuff.
You’ve probably known it for a long while now.
And yet you feel STUCK in your stuckness and can’t pull the trigger on MAKING-IT-HAPPEN.
Well, guess what….I can help you pull this thing together.
I mean ALL of it.
Start to finish.
You know…so it’s DONE!
And fast.
LEAD MAGNET MASTERY begins next week and in I help you create a system for paid traffic so
you can begin to stop the grind and begin to attract coaching leads on repeat...via automation.

Sometimes optimoised lead generation happens fast.
Sometimes it takes some tweaking.
Sometimes leads are cheap.
Other times leads are expensive..BUT with high-ticket coaching offers you can AFFORD to pay for
expensive leads…leads most other people will NOT pay for.
Once you learn this process you’ll be able to do this anytime you like for any offer you create.
I’m teaching you to FISH.
Master this skill and you will ALWAYS have Coaching Leads ON REPEAT.
You will always have a steady stream of quality clients to work with.
Trust me when I say that bringing clients into your coaching business every month does NOT need
to be hard work.
Get your systems right and you can focus on the thing you want to focus on most and that is
COACHING clients instead of trying to find them.
If you want to know more about Lead Magnet Mastery For Coaches head here:
https://www.michellehext.com/lead-magnet-mastery-for-coaches/

This program begins MONDAY
& runs LIVE for 4 weeks.
CLICK HERE
For details & to enrol

